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The menu of Y Pupuseria Olocuilta from Pearland includes 18 menus. On average, menus or drinks on the
menu cost about $6.2. The categories can be viewed on the menu below. What Robert R likes about Y

Pupuseria Olocuilta:
Best pupusas I've ever had hands down!!! Would HIGHLY recommend this place to anyone! Will review after
coming back and trying more food sooner rather than later!!!! read more. What Sophia G doesn't like about Y

Pupuseria Olocuilta:
Went here with my husband and it took them over 15 minutes to be acknowledged. when we finally were, the

lady took my husband's order and walked away... we were sitting next to each other and she didn't take mine...
my husband called her back and told her I needed to order too and she said she didn't know we were together..

as we sat in the same table literally next to each other.... anyways it took another 20 min to... read more. Get
excited about the diverse, tasty Mexican cuisine, which is traditionally cooked with corn, beans and chilies (hot
peppers), You'll find nice South American menus also on the menu. Moreover, there are scrumptious American

dishes, such as burgers and grilled meat.
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�s� dishe�
FRIED MOJARRA $10.0

Frenc� Frie�
PAPAS FRITAS $1.8

Sopa�
SOPA DE MONDONGO $10.0

Marisc�
MARISCADA $11.0

Otr�
FRIJOLES FRITOS $1.9

Pupusa�
PUPUSA DE CALABAZA (AYOTE
CON QUESO) $2.0

Gran�ad� � Salpicó�
SALPICÓN $9.5

Ho� Drink� - Coffe�
CORTADO

Pupusa� Salvadoreña�
PUPUSA DE POLLO CON QUESO $2.3

Especialidade� (Specialtie�)
TAMALES

PUPUSAS DE ARROZ
TILAPIA CON NUEGADOS $7.0

PASTELES (ORDEN DE 4) $6.8

Ingredient� Use�
BEANS

CORN

CHEESE
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